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Clues 
Across Down 

 
2  She is the mother of Nīahwa and Xances 
 
3  A master of land and pebble places the palm of their hands flat 
against the ground can cause it to 
 
5  She is the master of Prince Dasarēan 
 
7  He is Prince Dasarēan's and Princess Yuestasīa's grand companion 
 
9 These are of the chosen kingdoms.  They are represented by spaced 
trees interwoven with special columns on the outer perimeter of 
Vaera.  Yīala, Atuphratī, and Vahera 
 
10  He was able to stand upon to branch balance of one of the Sacred 
Four's special trees and assist his father 
 
11  A friendly manifesttion of one of the four sacred trees Prince 
Dasarēan rode  upon it to reach the realm through the Looking Glass 
 
14  Prince Dasarēan used it to enter this realm to unite with Yuestasia 
after she was taken from him 
 
16  One way that an alchemic master can create a looking glass is to 
whip and stretch this 
 
17  The Kingdom of Atuphratī's most elemental representation for 
alchemic mastery is 
 
18  When two or more elements usually do not mix, but a trained 
master can not only blend hem, but use this imperfect balance to wield 
force and energy 
 
19  This kingdom's mastery is mostly known for its elemental mastery 
represented by mystical waters 

 
1  He is heir-apparent to the Kingdom of Vaera 
 
2  He is the King of Vaera and bonded mate of Queen Nuĭesa 
 
4  The kingdom's most known elemental mastery is represented 
by the flame 
 
6  They voted her to lead the masters among the masses to help 
train for the Sacred Four's expected enemy 
 
8  This companion  and fire pile embraced when they set upon the  
furniture in Prince Dasarēan's and Yuestasia's private quarters 
 
12  One of two people who especially trained  Yuestasīa and in the 
Arena of another realm 
 
13  She betrayed Yuestasia only befriending her to access and use 
her power for wickedness 
 
15  The seat of the Crown for the Kingdom of Vaera 
 
17  These are the primary elements recognized in these higher 
kingdom-worlds of the Sacred Four 


